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«Never measure a second time, because you will find 
something different…»

HÄKEN WESTBERG, 2001

X2001 conference, Gothenburg, Sweden

EXPOSURE VARIABILITY IN THE WORPLACE
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OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE VARIES ACROSS TIME AND SPACE
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A MODEL FOR EXPOSURE VARIABILITY : THE LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION

Simple scatterplot

Histogram

Probability density curve

177 lead exposure measurements on 
six workers performing the same 
tasks for one year in the gasoline 
additive manufacturing industry
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WHICH PARAMETER OF THE LOGNORMAL FOR RISK ASSESSMENT ? – CURRENT CONSENSUS
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In practice : We’ll try to demonstrate that exceedance fraction is <5%
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EXCEEDANCE FRACTION
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Lead exposure measurements in the battery manufacturing 
industry (n=177)

Sequential plot Density curve

OEL Exceedance : 3%

OEL

Overexposure  : exceedance fraction (F) ≥ 5%



95TH PERCENTILE
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Sequential graph Density curve

Lead exposure measurements in the battery manufacturing 
industry (n=177)

95th percentile
95th percentileOEL

OEL

Overexposure : 95th percentile > OEL



CHALLENGES IN UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT

«NEVER ESTIMATE THE 95TH PERCENTILE A SECOND TIME, 
BECAUSE YOU WILL FIND SOMETHING DIFFERENT…»
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WHY ARE OUR ESTIMATES UNCERTAIN ?
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We are 
interested 

in this

We have 
this

Exceedance 
fraction in my 

sample 

Exceedance fraction 
in the target 
population



WHAT DOES MY OWN SINGLE SURVEY TELL ME ABOUT THE TARGET POPULATION ?
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OEL

Distribution estimated from my sample GM and GSD

Distribution of exposures in the target population



TRADITIONAL APPROACH IN IH: CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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In occupational hygiene, we are more interested in the right (upper) side of the 
confidence interval (we want to be sure that we are under the OEL). This is called the 
upper confidence limit (or bound) on the parameter of interest.

Pragmatic interpretation example : After my study, I am 89% sure that the 95th

percentile of exposure levels in my target population is below UCL.

If the UCL is below the OEL : I am 89% sure that there is no overexposure



WHAT DRIVES THE DISTANCE FROM THE POINT ESTIMATE TO THE UPPER CONFIDENCE LIMIT
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Uncertainty

Exposure 
variability

Level of 
confidence

Sample 
size



MANAGING UNCERTAINTY FOR DECISION MAKING
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Possible outcomes of an analysis (example with P95 and 95% upper confidence limit) 

Situation is acceptable (statistical 
demonstration)

Situation is unacceptable (statistical 
demonstration)

We are 95% sure that there is overexposure

We are 95% sure that there is no overexposure



MANAGING UNCERTAINTY FOR DECISION MAKING
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Acceptable ?

Unacceptable ?

Possible outcomes of an analysis

Depending on sample size and true exposure variability, when exposure levels 
are ~ 0.1-0.3*OEL, the orange situation can be the most likely outcome and it is 
impossible to conclude with any stated certainty.

If increasing sample size is not possible, orange can be equaled to red, or to 
green, to allow making a decision, but at what cost ?

We are unsure whether there is 
overexposure or not. We don’t 
know the probability of 
overexposure.



THE EUROPEAN APPROACH
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MANAGING UNCERTAINTY FOR DECISION MAKING : THE « FRENCH » COMPROMISE
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This more lenient criterion will lead to more diagnosis errors, but they will be 
shared equally between not protecting the workers / inducing futile prevention 
costs.

Requesting 95% confidence that the 95th percentile is <OEL or that exceedance 
fraction is <5% is too stringent given realistic sample sizes.

Sample size will probably not increase significantly in the near future, despite it 
most certainly should.

First proposed by France, then adopted by the British and Dutch occupational 
societies and the recent European guideline, a pragmatic proposal is to relax the 
statistical stringency by using 70% confidence instead of 95%.



SOME SIMULATIONS TO SHED LIGHT ON THE « FRENCH » COMPROMISE
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SOME SIMULATIONS TO SHED LIGHT ON THE « FRENCH » COMPROMISE
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The ideal performance curve



SOME SIMULATIONS TO SHED LIGHT ON THE « FRENCH » COMPROMISE
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Real performance curves



THE FRENCH REGULATION
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MANAGING UNCERTAINTY : 70% UCL VS 95% UCL
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95% UCL < OEL – acceptable

70% UCL < OEL – tolerable, assuming the SEG has a required monitoring plan

70% UCL > OEL– problematic, particularly if the SEG has no monitoring plan.



THE CONTRIBUTION O F BAYESIAN STATISTICS
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BAYESIAN STATISTICS IN ONE SLIDE
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A certain quantity is of interest : e.g. the proportion of exposures above the OEL 
in a group of workers

What you know / 
think in advance

What the 
data says

What you know given the 
data and your prior 
belief/knowledge

[ 0 - 100% ]

[ 14 - 34% ]

[ 14 - 34% ]

[ 0 - 50% ] [ 16 - 22% ]

The « I know 
nothing » option leads 

to results similar to 
classical stats

This is very powerful, 
and dangerous too



BAYESIAN INFERENCE : GENERAL PRINCIPLE

Prior uncertainty distribution about a parameter p

What we know before data

Likelihood function for P

Posterior uncertainty 

distribution about P

What we know after 

data

given a statistical model, measures 

the likelihood of observing the data 

across the universe of parameter 

values selected in the prior 27



COMING BACK TO EXTRAPOLATING MY SINGLE SURVEY
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Bayesian stats

Distribution estimated from my sample GM and GSD 1000 plausible true distributions

Based on assumptions (lognormal distribution) and the study design (6 measures randomly drawn 
from the population), Bayesian statistics provide a way to generate a picture of the possibilities for the 
target population given our own observations (here 1000 possibilities illustrated)



THE DISTRIBUTION OF UNCERTAINTY FOR THE 95TH PERCENTILE
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The set of possibilities for the distribution can be translated into a set of possibilities the 95th percentile.

1000 plausible exposure distributions

1000 plausible P95 values 



AN EXAMPLE RUN FROM EXPOSTATS : PROBABILITY OF OVEREXPOSURE VS CONFIDENCE LIMITS
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Traditional interpretation Probabilistic interpretation



A PROBABILISTIC DECISION FRAMEWORK PROPOSED IN WWW.EXPOSTATS.CA
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Overexposure defined as : 95th percentile ≥ OEL

Probability that this criterion is met  : 76.5%

This, which we call overexposure risk is the 
probability that exposure is unacceptable 
according to the set criteria, given our model 
and the data.

What threshold should set us in motion ?

(overexposure risk threshold)

OEL = 350 mg/m3

P <5% – acceptable

P < 30% – tolerable, assuming the SEG has a required monitoring plan

P > 30%– problematic, particularly if the SEG has no monitoring plan.



UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION – RISK BANDS
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As we have seen, the uncertainty distribution can be used to 
estimate the probability that the 95th percentile is above the OEL

This is interesting because it answers the question: what is the 
probability that the exposure situation is acceptable given the data 
at hand ?

Uncertainty 
distribution 
for the 95th 
percentile

In this example: 38% 
chances that 95th

percentile is >OEL

i.e. 38% chances  
that the exposure 
situation 
corresponds to 
overexposure

Possible values for the 95th percentile



UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION – RISK BANDS
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Instead of dividing the uncertainty distribution into two zones, it is possible to 
divide it into several bands related to the OEL: 

Uncertainty 
distribution 
for the 95th 
percentile

Possible values for the 95th percentile



UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION – RISK BANDS (AIHA EXPOSURE CONTROL CATEGORIES)
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SWITCHING BETWEEN THE VARIOUS APPROACHES TO UNCERTAINTY MANAGEMENT

Traditional 
confidence limits

Probability of 
overexposure

Probability of the 
AIHA risk bands

The 70% upper confidence 
limit on the 95th percentile is 
smaller than the OEL

Overexposure risk is smaller 
than 30%

The probability of a category 
4 is smaller than 30%
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WWW.EXPOSTATS.CA
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IHSTAT_BAYES (SUMMER/FALL 2022)
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BAYESIAN STATS : FEATURES OF INTEREST IN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
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Uncertainty management - communication

Technical challenges difficult for frequentist statistics

It is now possible to ask 
questions in the form : what 

are the chances that ?

Treatment of non detects

Informative priors

Potential sources of information include:

Prior expert assessment
Tier ½ models
Mathematical fugitive emission models
Occupational exposure databases
Literature review
Past data

Informative priors are not mandatory



BAYESIAN STATISTICS VS FREQUENTIST STATISTICS IN INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
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Both use the same distributional assumptions

Both need a “random” sample from the target population

Both can be used to derive confidence / credible limits for our parameters of interest

Both will lead to similar results when the priors are uninformative

Bayesian permits prior information

Bayesian handles censored data way better

Bayesian allows improved communication of uncertainty

BUT : Bayesian cannot be computed easily

BUT : 



THANK YOU !
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